Getting started
on Twitter
A guide for setting up your Twitter
account and jumping in

Created by Bailey DeBarmore
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Things to have ready
• Email address or phone number to be associated with your account
• Strong password

• Choose your
• Handle
• Display Name
• Professional headshot photo
• Header photo
• Bio
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Handle & Display Name
Your handle is like a username, and is prefixed by @
• People tag you in posts using your handle, not your display name
• Even if your display name is professional and is easily searchable,
if your handle is silly, like @TeenageNinjaTurtleFan, that is what
will display most of the time on Twitter
• Your twitter profile will be

www.twitter.com/YourHandle

• The best handle for professional twitter is your name
• If your name is common and that handle is taken, you can modify
it by adding your degree, “Prof” or “Professor” (if applicable), or
your field
Examples:
Handle:
Display Name:

@AlexChangMD
Alex Chang, MD MS

Handle:
Display Name:

@ProfMattFox
Matthew Fox

Handle:
Display Name:

@BillMiller_Epi
Bill Miller

• Come up with a few ideas for your handle.
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Profile Photo
Profile photo
• Choose a professional headshot for your profile photo
• It will be displayed at 400 x 400 and 200 x 200 in a circle
• It should be recent and recognizable – it will be displayed along
with your handle and display name on your profile page and next
to your tweets
Choose a square image 400 x 400 pixels, maximum file size 2 MB
Image types allowed – JPG, GIF, PNG
To see how large a photo file is, right click and select Properties
To reduce the file size, search online for “image reducer”.
If you don’t upload a photo, Twitter will use it’s default below. If
someone is searching for you, having a recognizable photo is
absolutely a must for them to trust that your profile is yours.
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Header Photo
Header Photo

Like a cover photo on Facebook, the header photo is at the top of your
profile page. You do not have to use one. If you don’t upload a header
photo, it will be a small area of blue. It’s better to have this default than a
bad header photo.
You can see on the next page the difference in header photo height
when you have no header phot (default color) versus an uploaded
photo.
If you want a custom header photo, be sure it is high resolution because
it displays largely on your profile page. The dimensions should be 1,500
x 500. Programs like Canva.com can help you design a custom header
photo with image and text of your choice or your institution may have
some already available.
Your header photo can be whatever you would like it to be. Many people
use landscape or skyline images, or custom text and image
combinations.
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Example Header Photos
• Here is the standard default that displays if you do not upload yoru
own header photo. These screenshots are taken of the full browser
screen on a standard laptop. You can see that the height of the head
image is much less in the default than in the screenshot below, where
the user uploaded an image of the Boston skyline
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Example Header Photos
• David Goff’s NHLBI director profile has a custom made cardiovascular
header that features the name of NHLBI – you can see that it’s
important when combining images and texts that they are visible and
not behind the profile photo that overlaps the header photo

• The CDC page features a college of various images deemed to
represent what the organization is about. Many other profiles such as
graduate schools or universities also use a collage approach.
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Example Header Photos
• These header photos are custom made and related to activities of the
person. Kieran Healy recently released his new book on data
visualization, and his cover photo includes the cover of the book as
well as the URL for the free online version

• Miguel Hernan is known for causal inference methods and DAGs – his
cover photo relates to this. He’s also used the color of his photo as the
theme for the rest of his page, with buttons and hyperlinks in green
rather than the standard blue.
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Finding Header Photos
• You can use online resources like www.rawpixel.com and
www.unsplash.com to find high quality free images for your header
photo. I encourage you to look at both sites to get a feel for the
different photos they have.
• Rawpixel has a variety of options and has more healthcare and
illustration photos. Be sure to select “FREE” when searching.
• Unsplash is a curated forum where photographers submit their
work under Creative Commons license
• Your institution may have header photos available to use. They are
typically high quality photos that are cropped to the correct
proportions. If you search “identity” and your institution’s name, you
should find the identity page that has colors, logos, and photos. Look
for a page on social media or downloadable resources.
• For example, UNC has LinkedIn banner pictures that could work as
Twitter header photos. identity.unc.edu/downloadable-resources/
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Making Header Photos
• You can create your own header photo by adding text over an image
you find, or by using abstract backgrounds available in design
software. If you’re not familiar with graphic design, www.Canva.com is
a good place to start.

• You can search for Twitter Header, and see that the size is exactly what
Twitter requires

You can browse through their templates to find inspiration or at least a
starting point. They are pre-made designs, many of which are FREE (see
bottom right corner). You can try searching for “school” or “event” if you want
a specific type of header photo.
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Making Header Photos
• You can also start from scratch. Here I went to BACKGROUNDS and
scrolled down to a red gradient. Then I went to ELEMENTS and ICONS
and scrolled until I found some health-related free icons. I changed the
colors to a darker red and white, and then arranged how I like.
• If I felt like I was done, I can click where it says “Always be happy” to
rename my file, and then Download -> PNG -> Download.
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Bio
• Your bio is a way to identify yourself to those visiting your page

• You may include your field, your position, a link, and/or something
personal. It’s not uncommon to see something like “Doctor. Dad.
Husband. Golfer. @InstitutionName”

• You can include your location and a link to a webpage separately from
the bio text. You can also include shortened URLs like bit.ly in your
actual bio.

Miguel Hernan’s profile
will show up under search
results for
#CausalInference and
#DataScience
He includes his faculty
profile in the link, but also
a shortened link to his free
course in his bio

Bill Miller modified his
handle to include _Epi, and
his bio associates him
both with his journals and
his institution

Tim Lash’s profile
references his institutions
and journal but doesn’t
include them as handles
or hashtags, he also
includes some interesting
facts and his faculty profile
link below
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Finding handles
• Handle of institutions or journals you’re associated with
• Search institution or journal name + twitter on a search engine to
easily find their page. Copy down the handle name.
• For example when I search “Harvard sph twitter” I immediately
find the twitter handle - @HarvardChanSPH

• When I search “epidemiology journal twitter” I find 2 of the several
epidemiology journals
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Finding handles
• Another way to find out if an institution or journal is on Twitter is by going to
their page, and looking at the very top or very bottom of the page for social
media icons.
• If you see the twitter bird icon, you can click it to go to their page, and then
find their handle in the URL or under their display name.
I searched for the UNC SPH page, and scrolled to the bottom footer. I clicked
on the twitter icon, which took me right to the @uncpublichealth profile.
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Create an account
Go to www.twitter.com
Select “Sign Up”
You’ll link your account to a phone number or email address, and then Twitter will
walk you through entering in your handle, filling out your profile, and other
modifications.
Most everything is modifiable later on, but if you have everything ready as
recommended in this document, you won’t find yourself needing to change your
handle later. You do NOT want to have to change your handle because as I
mentioned before, it’s how you’re referenced on Twitter so all references to your
old handle will link to a null page. It won’t change your followers or profile, but
someone else will be able to use the username and if people use your old handle it
won’t link to your new profile.
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Editing Your Profile
• Once you have your account created, you can modify any of the
information you already entered, or enter it into your profile for the
first time.
• To visit your own profile on the desktop view, click your photo in the
top menu header, and click PROFILE.

•

Once you’re on your profile page, click “Edit profile”.
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Mobile View
• To edit your profile in mobile view, click your name at the top menu,
and then select PROFILE. Once on your profile page, select Edit Profile.
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Editing Your Profile
• Now you can click on your profile photo or your header photo to
change the pictures.
• You can edit your display name, the text in your bio, your location, and
your web page.
• You can also change your theme color this way.
• Remember to save changes when you’re done.
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Mobile View
• You can make the same changes as in desktop view in the pop-out
window. Just scroll to the section you want to edit, or tap on the
picture to upload something different. Click SAVE in the top corner at
the end when you’re finished.
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Followers and Following
• If you want to see who you are following, click “FOLLOWING” on the
profile menu bar on your profile. If you find someone with similar
interests to you, you can go to their Following page to find people to
follow. You can see that their photo, header photo, handle, name, and
bio are all displayed.

•

To see who follows you, click “FOLLOWERS” on the same profile menu bar..
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Lists
• Lists are a unique part of Twitter. They are a ‘curated group of
accounts’ that you can subscribe to, join, or make on yoru own.

• When you subscribe (follow) a list, you’re not following every account
of every member on the list, just the activity of those on the list.

• One of the most useful ways to use lists on Twitter is to find people to
follow, and to make yourself findable by others.

• When I clicked “Lists”, I’m first taken to the lists that I’m subscribed to.
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Lists
• When I toggle to “Member of”, I can see the lists that I’m a member of.
Some people have added me to lists, I’ve added myself to others. Let’s
take a look at #EpiTwitter.
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Using Lists to Find People
to Follow
• Here is the page for the #EpiTwitter List. You can see information
about he list in the top left corner and recently added members in the
top right corner. The feed in the center is activity by profiles that are
on the list.
• To see the members list, click “List members” under “Tweets”.
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Using Lists to Find People
to Follow
• You can easily see who you are already following and who you are not.
To follow someone, simply click FOLLOW.

• PS. Did you notice that the theme in these screenshots changed to
purple? That’s because the creator of the list has a purple theme on
her profile page. You can change your profile theme color by going to
EDIT PROFILE and THEME COLOR underneath your bio.
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Likes
• If you’re looking for a post you recently liked, You can click “Likes” to
see them.

• It can be difficult to find that one tweet that you saw last week so if
you know you’ll want to reference a tweet later, switch to mobile mode
(add m. before twitter.com -> m.twitter.com) and reload the page,
then select the save button and save to bookmarks. You can also copy
the link to the tweet and keep it somewhere easy like a desktop Postit, OneNote, or Evernote with a little blurb – “great thread about pvalues”.
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Settings and Privacy
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Settings and Privacy
• This screenshot is in the Privacy and Safety tab.

• Tweet Privacy: selecting this option makes your profile PRIVATE.
People have to request to follow you in order to view your tweets, and
you have to manually review each request. If you are using Twitter
professionally, do not choose this option.
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Settings and Privacy
• Tweet Location – choose whether Twitter will post your location with each
Tweet or not.
• Photo Tagging – choose if people can tag you in photos. A safe bet is to
only allow people you follow to tag you in photos.
• Direct Messages – you can require that people follow you and that you
follow them back in order for them to send you a message. You can also
set up additional barriers that require people to verify their email address
or do a CAPTCHA before sending you a direct message. If you find you are
getting spam, you may want to adjust your settings. Even if you allow
anyone to direct message you, if you don’t follow them it will go into a
separate inbox called “Requests” and you choose whether or not you want
to respond to the message, or mute/block the person.
• Direct messages are a way to communicate privately with another
Twitter user. It may be better than commenting in a thread if the
discussion is extensive. It is also a way to reach out to someone to ask
a question or ask for their email.
Account – choose the Account tab to change your email or password
Notifications – choose the Notifications tab to choose what types of
notifications you get (if any) and other details. Definitely take a look at this
tab because excess notifications can make Twitter counterproductive to your
professional activities.
Muted words and accounts – You can mute certain words so that Tweets
containing them don’t show up in your feed. You can also mute accounts
which essentially unfollows them, but the other user won’t know that you
have muted them. Blocked accounts mean they cannot contact you at all and
it is very clear they are blocked. Reserve this function to users who are
harassing you.

• Example words to mute: Brexit, Trump, Miley Cyrus, Machine Learning
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Creating a Tweet

This button is always at the top
right next to your profile picture
in the menu bar (desktop version)

This button is usually hovering
around the bottom right corner of
your screen on the mobile version

• To create a tweet, find a tweet button! A “Compose new Tweet” box like the
one below will pop up. Once you start typing, the Tweet button will
become opaque and clickable.
• This box is where you are limited to 240 characters. You can paste text, use
#hashtags, mention people by their @handle, and paste links, in addition
to free-typing.
• You can also use the smiley face button at the right to add emojis
• Along the bottom you see 4 icons – from left to right they are – add a
picture, add a GIF, make a poll, and tag your location
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Creating a Tweet
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Adding a Photo
• To add a photo, you can upload from your computer using the picture
icon or you can copy-paste from another website. When the picture is
attached, you will see it pop up as a thumbnail. You can even add
more than one photo.
• Picture from https://unsplash.com/photos/w9YHKTK-wLo and
https://unsplash.com/photos/qL5_5doD4no
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Adding a GIF
• You may see people using GIFs on Twitter quite frequently – GIFS are
moving photos and often have captions with text like memes
• They’re often used for humor, and/or to express a feeling

• Twitter has a curation of GIFs that you can access by clicking the GIF
icon
• They are attached to your tweet just like photos, and will display
beneath the text of your tweet
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Making a Poll
• If you want to put a question up for voting, you can do a poll. You can
type out the question and the answer choices, and set the amount of
time the poll will run for.

• The text of the tweet, the question, follows the same rules as a regular
tweet – you can include hashtags, handles, etc. and it needs to be less
than 240 characters.
• Note that when you create a poll you cannot also include a photo or
GIF
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Making a Poll
• Here’s a finished poll showing the number of votes and final results

• Once you vote in a poll you can see the results, even if the poll isn’t
finished
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Navigating Twitter
• For every tweet you see on Twitter, you’ll have 4 icons at the bottom:

comment

retweet

like

send via message
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Retweet
• When you retweet, you can Retweet without a comment or with a
comment. On the desktop version, add a comment by typing
something, or without a comment by simply pressing Tweet

• Note that you cannot add a photo (even with copy-paste), add a poll,
or add a GIF in your retweet comment

• If you are using a scheduling service like Tweet Deck or Hootsuite to
schedule tweets, you cannot schedule Retweets.
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Retweet without a
comment
• You repost the tweet, sharing it with your followers

• It’s shown as a retweet to your followers – the example below shows
that RTI Health Solutions retweeted @BeyondPrimary’s tweet on
health spending.
• Retweeting is the appropriate way to share a tweet, rather than
copying the text or photo
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Retweet with comment
• Below, @SVRaoMD retweeted @Bnallamo’s tweet about
#CardioObstetrics

• He adds his own comment, which shows up like a tweet, and can use
#hashtags, @handles, emojis, and links.
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Notifications
desktop view
mobile view
• You can see your notifications using the top menu
• Someone retweeted my tweet without comment

• Someone retweeted my tweet with a comment
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Notifications
• Someone followed me

• Someone liked a tweet I was mentioned in (one that I didn’t write)
• Someone liked a tweet that I wrote

• You can also toggle to MENTIONS to see notifications where you are
tagged or replied directly to
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